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Abstract. Despite ongoing research into delivering haptic content, users
still have no accessible way to add haptics to their experiences. Lack of
haptic media infrastructure, few libraries of haptic content, and individ-
ual differences all provide barriers to creating mainstream haptics. In
this paper, we present an architecture that supports generation of haptic
content, haptic content repositories, and customization of haptic experi-
ences. We introduce FeelCraft, a software plugin that monitors activities
in media and associates them with expressive tactile patterns known as
feel effects. The FeelCraft plugin allows end-users to quickly generate
haptic effects, associate them to events in the media, play them back for
testing, save them, share them, and/or broadcast them to other users
to feel the same haptic experience. The FeelCraft architecture supports
both existing and future media content, and can be applied to a wide
range of social, educational, and assistive applications.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, haptic feedback has shown promise to enhance user experience
in movies, games, rides, virtual simulations, and social and educational me-
dia [3, 5, 7]. However, current mainstream media has yet to use the richness of
haptic modality within its content. The lack of haptic authoring tools, production
infrastructure, standardized playback protocols, and skilled and trained workers
has contributed to the difficulty of integrating haptic content with accompanying
media. To reduce the gap between haptics and mainstream communication, hap-
tic feedback must be expressive, coherent, and synchronized with the content of
the media, and also meet user expectations. We believe that allowing end-users
to access, customize, and share haptic media will create an intimate, engaging,
and personalized experience, and proliferate the use of haptics.

In this paper, we propose and implement an architecture that channels media
content to dynamic and expressive tactile sensations. We introduce FeelCraft, a
media plugin that monitors events and activities in the media, and associates
them to user-defined haptic content in a seamless, structured way. The FeelCraft
plugin allows novice users to generate, recall, save, and share haptic content, and
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play and broadcast them to other users to feel the same haptic experience, with-
out having any skill in haptic content generation. In the current implementation,
we concentrate on the vibrotactile array as the source of sensation and the back
as the surface for stimulation, however, the FeelCraft architecture can be easily
adapted for other haptic feedback modalities.

We begin by presenting relevant background work related to haptic media
infrastructure. We then present the FeelCraft architecture and describe in de-
tail each component of the system. Finally, we conclude the paper with our
envisioned application ecosystem.

2 Related Work

Infrastructures to integrate haptic feedback in media have been primarily de-
rived from media type and user interactions associated with the content. These
infrastructures fall into two categories: event triggers and direct mappings.

In the event triggers scheme, haptic information is embedded in the media
and played back using predefined protocols [11]. A common example is a video
game controller that rumbles on predefined triggers embedded in the games.
This technique is complex and requires a proper production infrastructure that
is expensive. Another disadvantage of this technique is that media designers
would require access to tools and libraries for creating expressive haptic effects,
similar to the libraries for visual and sound effects [1].

Direct mappings use cues from existing media and directly maps them to
haptic effects. For example, a typical way to enhance movies and other visual
content with haptics is to monitor activity in a video feed [12] and map these
activities to haptic transducers arranged along the seat [3, 13]. This way, move-
ments in a visual scene are mapped to gross motion collocated with events seen in
4D movies and rides (www.d-box.com). Similarly, sound has been used to derive
haptic cues for video games and music [2, 10]. For example, Buttkicker technol-
ogy (Guitammer, USA) shakes the entire seat using low-pass filtered sound. The
Vybe Haptic Gaming Pad (Comfort Research) divides sound into three bands
and maps them to transducers located in the seat and back. The advantage of
the direct mapping scheme is that no change is required in the current media
production process. However, each technique is limited to its media type.

Tactile icon libraries have been developed independent of media types. Im-
mersion Corp. (www.immersion.com) has devised a library that could be used
by designers, but it is limited to single actuators. Other researchers have pro-
posed libraries and authoring tools [4, 16] along with MPEG-V standardization
protocols, but are limited to in-lab use and specific hardware [6, 9, 17]. Further-
more, customization and personalization have been found to be important to
end-users [14,15], but most libraries do not support them. Recently, a library of
feel effects (FEs, defined in [8]) show a promising approach to creating an en-
gaging library. Of course, libraries require an infrastructure to connect to media
before they can be widely applied.
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3 FeelCraft Plugin and Architecture

A FeelCraft plugin maps media to haptic sensations in a modular fashion, sup-
porting arbitrary media types and output devices. By using a FeelCraft plugin,
users can:

– link existing and new media to the haptic feedback technology,
– use an FE library to find appropriate semantically-defined effects,
– author, customize, and share a common, evolving repository of FEs, and
– play and broadcast haptic experiences to one or more user(s).

A pictorial description of the FeelCraft architecture is shown in Figure 1. The
conceptual framework of FeelCraft revolves around the FE library introduced
in [8]. The FE library provides a structured and semantically correct association
of media events with haptic feedback. By using the authoring interface to tailor
FE parameters, a repository of FEs can remain general while being used for
unique, engaging, and suitable sensations for different media. The playback sys-
tem, authoring and control interface, Event2Haptic mappings and media plugin
support seamless flow of the media content to the haptic feedback hardware.

Feel Effect Repository

Fig. 1. FeelCraft architecture. The FeelCraft plugin is highlighted in green. The FE
library can connect to shared Feel Effect Repositories to download or upload new FEs.
A screenshot of our combined authoring and control interface is on the right.

Media (1) can be entertaining, such as video games, movies, music, etc., or
social and educational. The media can also be general user activity or embedded
events in applications. In our implementation, we use the popular sandbox indie
game Minecraft (https://minecraft.net).

Media Plugin (2) is a software plugin that communicates with the me-
dia and outputs events and activities. This plugin can be as simple as receiving
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messages from the media or as complicated as extracting events and activities
from a sound stream. With existing media, common plugin systems are auto-
matic capture of semantic content from video frames [12], camera angles [3], or
sounds [2, 10], or the interception of input devices (such as game controllers or
keyboard events). We use a CraftBukkit Minecraft server modification to capture
in-game events.

Event2Haptic (3) mappings associate events to FEs, which are designed,
tuned and approved by users using the FE library. This critical component links
the media plugin’s output to the haptic playback system. Currently, six FEs are
triggered by six recurring in-game events: presence of rain, low player health,
movement on horse, strike from a projectile, in-game explosions and player falls.
Our implemention provides the option to store this mapping directly in the
source code, or in a text-based JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) file.

Feel Effect (FE) Library (4) is a collection of FEs. A key feature of
an FE is that it correlates the semantic interpretation of an event with the
parametric composition of the sensation in terms of physical variables, such as
intensity, duration, temporal onsets, etc. [8]. Each FE is associated with a family
and semantically similar FEs are associated with the same family. For example,
the Rain family contains FEs of light rain and heavy rain; as well that that of
sprinkle, drizzle, downpour and rain. In our implementation, each FE family is
represented as a Python source file that defines parametric composition of the
FE and playback sequences for the FeelCraft Playback system, and each FE
is coded as preset parameters in a JSON file. FE family files are necessary to
play corresponding FEs in the family, and new FE families can be developed
or downloaded through the shared FE repository. The FE can also be created,
stored and shared. FE family and FE files are stored in a local directory of the
plugin and loaded into FeelCraft on startup.

Authoring and Control Interfaces (5,6) allow users to create and save
new FEs and tune, edit and playback existing FEs. Users modify an FE by
varying sliders labeled as common language phrases instead of parameters such
as duration, intensity, etc. (Figure 1). Therefore, users can design and alter FEs
by only using the semantic logic defining the event. The interface also allows
users to map game events to new FEs and broadcast to other users, supporting
a What-You-Feel-Is-What-I-Feel (WYFIWIF) interface [14].

Playback and Communication Protocols (7) renders FEs using the
structure defined in FE family files, and outputs them through a communication
method (8) to one or more devices (9). Our implementation includes an API
controlling the commercially-available Vybe Haptic Gaming Pad via USB.

4 Application Ecosystem

FeelCraft plugins are designed to make haptics accessible to end-users using ex-
isting media and technology. For example, a user may want to assign a custom
vibration to a friend’s phone number, or add haptics to a game. In this case,
a user would download a FeelCraft plugin for their device, browse FEs on an
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online feel repository, and download FE families they prefer. Once downloaded,
the FeelCraft authoring interface allows for customization, as a rain FE for one
video game may not quite suit another game. The user could create a new FE for
their specific application, and once they were happy with it, upload their custom
FE for others to use. If the user wanted to show a friend their FE, they could use
the playback system to drive output to multiple devices, or export the FE to a
file and send it to them later. Figure 2 illustrates this ecosystem with application
areas. Just like the Noun Project for visual icons (http://thenounproject.com)
and downloadable sound effect libraries, we envision online repositories of FEs
that can be continually expanded with new FEs by users. Our current FE repos-
itory includes six original families described in [8] and an additional four new
families: Ride, Explosion, Fall and Arrow.
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Fig. 2. Application ecosystem for FeelCraft and an FE Repository.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented FeelCraft, a software plugin that allows users to
author, customize, share and broadcast dynamic tactile experiences with media
and user activities. The plugin uses feel effects (FEs), semantically structured
haptic patterns. We integrated the FeelCraft plugin with a popular sandbox
game, MineCraft. Users can associate six events in the game to corresponding
FE, modify and broadcast to other users to share the haptics experience. The
newly authored FEs are saved and shared with other users for communal use
via an online FE repository. The proposed plugin can also be used with a wide
range of entertaining, social, and educational media. Future work includes ex-
panding the FE repository, networked communication and sharing, and support-
ing output to different haptic device types while maintaining semantic meaning,
connecting end-users to haptics in an even more accessible manner.
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